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April 1902—Arbor Day—Today is being observed as Arbor 
Day in Dixfield.  The mills are closed down and everybody is 
making holiday.  There is much enthusiasm among the people.  
About one hundred trees will be planted.  All who can wield a 
pick-axe and shovel are invited to assist in excavating the holes 
wherein the trees shall be set.  In the meantime another crew will 
be off with teams securing suitable trees. 
 Elms will be planted exclusively.  The young ladies of 
the village will serve dinner in the church aid rooms to all the 
workers.  In the evening there will be a public meeting in the 
church. 
 There will be recitations and songs by the pupils of the 
public schools, followed by remarks by prominent citizens upon 
the general topic “Village Improvement.” 
 The central committee urgently requests that all lawns 
be raked, all unsightly objects removed, and everything made 
neat and tidy about every home.—The article was made possible 
by the Dixfield Historical Society’s old scrapbook collection; the 
pictures were made possible by DHS Historian Peter R. Stowell 
from his vintage photo collection.  
Looking up Abbott Hill from Main Street 
Weld Street; note the gravel road 
Weld Street a few years later...like a cathedral 
Main Street in the fall; Historical Society on left 
Looking down Weld Street in winter; the Cutter’s House on left 
Weld Street in winter—looking towards the bank corner 
Town of Dixfield 
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Dedication 
Timothy Ambrose Frost 
November 29, 1941—September 7, 2011 
Tim, the 4th child born to William F. and Iola M. (Ellis) Frost, came from a large family of 10 
brothers and sisters.  He volunteered at the Dixfield Fire Department for over 40 years, beginning 
in 1970.  Tim was known to everyone in town—always willing to serve whenever there was an 
emergency at the Fire Station.  He was affectionately referred to as the “Governor” and won the 
Firefighter of the Year award in 2004.  His unit number (No. 13) was retired from service this past 
year in his memory.  He’ll be very much missed.                                                                                                        
Carmelo “Joe” Puiia, Jr. 
October 21, 1922—January 24, 2011 
Joe, the son of Carmelo and Rosaria (Laugelli) Puiia, Sr., opened his first barbershop (located in 
Dixfield) upon returning from WWII.  In 1952, he had the foresight to successfully develop the 
first cable television service in Maine (from our Sugarloaf Mountains), even wiring cable TV into 
the Blaine House in 1963.  He belonged to many organizations throughout the area, and was espe-
cially a great help at the Dixfield Historical Society.  The history of cable TV and his huge part in 
it is on file there as well as his first barbershop, striped sign.  Joe was loved by everyone and his 
great smile and attitude will be long remembered.  
Danielle Elizabeth Mae “Dani” Ranger 
November 28, 1994—October 16, 2011 
Dani, the daughter of John R. and Tammy L. (Robbins) Ranger, was a wonderful young lady who 
aspired to becoming a full-fledged firefighter  by beginning her career organizing the Junior Fire-
fighter Program at the Dixfield Fire Company.  A Junior in high school, she died accidentally in a 
car crash.  We dedicate the Town Report to her memory—a life loved by all with a spirit that 
touched everyone in the community.  She was a devoted daughter, granddaughter and friend.  Eve-
ryone in town is so very sorry; Dani, we’ll see you again... 
Thirza Holman Towle 
April 18, 1917—May 5, 2011 
Thirza, the 6th child born to Verdell H. and Gertrude M. (Drown) Holman, was one of our most 
beloved elderly citizens, dying at the age of 94 years.  Thirza was truly a gift to the community.  
She was an active member of the Dixfield American Legion Auxiliary, the VFW Auxiliary and 
many senior citizen groups.  She also helped tremendously at the Dixfield Historical Society and 
always pitched in before being asked.  She leaves a large extended family in Dixfield and will be 
missed for her cheerful and dedicated spirit.  
You and I will meet again,  
 when we’re least expecting it. 
One day in some far off place, I will recognize your face; 
 I won’t say goodbye my friend,  
  for you and I will meet again.—Tom Petty 
 Meetings and Public Hearings 
July 2010—June 2011 
This past year elected officials, employees and volun-
teers have made a difference to the operations and 
future of our town.  We’d like to thank all those who 
have given of their time and effort to serve on the 
following committees—some of them quite time-
consuming: 
 
 Board of Selectmen             31 
 Finance Committee  4 
 Planning Board               12 
 Public Hearings  6 
 Recreation Committee 9 
 Roads Committee  1 
 Sewer Department  2 
 Town Meetings  3 
 Water Department 2 
 Wind   7 
 
Dixfield Federal Census 1850—2010 (160 Years) 
 
1850 1,180     1940 1,790                                    
1860  1,131 1950 2,013  
1870  1,049 1960 2,160  
1880    913 1970 2,188  
1890    988 1980 2,389  
1900 1,052 1990 2,574  
1910 1,056 2000 2,514 
1920 1,134 2010 2,550 
1930 1,518 
1931  
The first Federal Census was held in 1850. 
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Dixfield ‘s Distinguished Citizen 2011 
Hugh G. Daley 
The Town of Dixfield is very pleased to announce the 2011 recipient of the Distinguished Citizen Award is 
Hugh G. Daley.  We’ve been long overdue in recognizing one of Dixfield most valued citizens—a man 
who has given so much and expected so little.  We gratefully acknowledge his contributions to the Town of 
Dixfield and to everyone in it.  He has served the town in more ways than we can count: 
 
• He’s been a Selectman and Chair for several years 
• Served on the Planning Board 
• Served as the town’s representative to MedCare 
• Volunteered many hours to cemetery restoration 
• Helped with Open Market Day with traffic control and other duties 
Always helped us at the Town Office whenever asked 
 
He’s a member of the Church on the Hill—always willing to give a helping hand to anyone in need and a 
member of the Dixfield Historical Society where he has given so much in helping the society succeed in 
saving our history.   
 
Thank you, Hugh, for all you have done.  We’re proud to call you our 
2011 Distinguished Dixfield Citizen! 
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The Demise of Bullrock 
July 7, 2011 
Bullrock sadly met his demise when an early July 7, 
2011 thunderstorm struck the area with high winds.  Bull-
rock was found laying on his side at the Village Green, ant-
lers broken, crumbled legs and dry rot from the inside out.   
 Earlier in the year, the Economic Development Council discussed the replacement of 
Bullrock after hearing from his creator Ted Walker with the bad news regarding the shape he 
was in.  Everyone was hoping that he would last another year on his perch for townspeople 
and tourists alike to admire.  That wasn’t to be. 
 Bullrock was originally carved by Ted Walker on April 18, 2000.  It took nearly two 
weeks to complete the massive, wooden moose we all grew to love.  His body was made 
from a 150 year-old, white pine tree.  His legs and antlers were of Norway Pine and spruce.  
Falls Taxidermy supplied his big, brown eyes and Dan Anctil supplied the log.  He lasted 
eleven years as the town’s mascot. 
 When the news spread that Bullrock had “died” there were cries from every corner of 
town.  Dixfield citizens were truly saddened by the loss and were eager to help raise funds 
for his replacement.  The Economic Development Council is currently selling “Our Moose is 
Loose” t-shirts for $10.00 each, and fund-raising cans 
have been placed in area businesses to help defray costs.  
Other activities are being planned, so be sure to watch 
the newspapers for additional information about the pro-
ject. 
 Our next Bullrock will be known as Bullrock 
II—a different pose on the old cement pad, but with the 
same strong spirit he’s always emitted.  We’re all look-
ing forward to his new debut—our symbol of strength 
and pride in a community we all call home. 
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In 2011 Towle’s Hard-
ware and Lumber 
Co. celebrated their 100th 
anniversary of doing busi-
ness in Dixfield.  A week-
long celebration was held 
in June with door prizes and memorabilia give-
aways and specials at the Corner Store.  Butch said 
the store was founded by his grandfather Charles 
Towle who owned a sawmill prior to going into 
the hardware business.  He passed it down to his 
son John, who in turn, passed it on to his son Nor-
man “Butch” Towle.  Butch has since built a new 
state-of-the-art business with over 6,000 square 
feet of space.  The new store was completed in 
2008 and replaced the old, two-story wooden 
structure which stood just feet from the new one.  
Eddie Ellis, longest serving employee of 40 years, 
is a big part of their success.  There is not a thing 
that Eddie doesn’t know about the hardware busi-
ness and helping customers with any problems 
they bring in.  In addition to Eddie, Tracy Briggs, 
James Gromeweld and Luke “the youngster” Vin-
ing also have made great contributions to a steady 
work force.  Dixfield Selectmen and True Value 
executives were on hand at the grand celebration 
with presentations of plaques and congratulatory 
flowers to mark the momentous occasion.    
 
 
The new Webb 
River Bridge 
got its start on May 
2, 2011 when the 
State cut down 
many trees along 
the Dixfield side of 
Webb River to make room for the new construc-
tion to take place.  A temporary bridge was also 
installed to allow two-way traffic to travel through 
the construction site.  This made a huge difference 
in traffic flow throughout the summer and fall 
months when the State has an influx of tourists.  
All traffic is expected to be shifted to the new 
bridge by the end of September with the temporary 
bridge being removed by November 7, 2011.  The 
bridge has a 2.8 million dollar price tag and is un-
der contract to A.J. Coleman and Son, Inc. of Con-
way, NH.  In addition to the new bridge, the town 
will be replacing the old sewer force main that 
carries waste to the Rumford-Mexico Sewer Dis-
trict.  Road work and paving will be done at the 
end of construction in 2012. 
News Flashes.. 
“Kitties at Christmas” was a success 
again this year.  The Pine Street Shel-
ter, operated by Brenda Jarvis and 
Caddy Smith, received donations of 
hundreds of pounds of food and kitty 
litter.  Our thanks to everyone for helping this im-
portant cause.  Brenda, Caddy and Becky Mac-
Donald of the River Valley Animal Advo-
cates have had a huge impact on the feral cat 
population in the River Valley.  Your donations 
have also helped save the lives of many animals 
who have gone on to live in new, loving homes. 
 
Speaking of animals...on May 2, 
2011 Laurie Taylor spotted an 
immature female sharp-shinned hawk 
dining on a pigeon it killed along the 
Androscoggin River near her home.  At first she 
thought it was an over-stuffed mourning dove, but 
soon came to realize that this was a bird of a dif-
ferent feather.  Wildlife along the river is no 
stranger to the Taylors who have also seen  moose, 
deer, raccoons, river rats and more.  The mourning 
dove proved to be a good meal for the raptor who 
was not much larger than her breakfast. 
 
Long-time neighbor and Carthage 
Selectman, Steve Brown, won 
the Leadership and Vision Award from MedCare 
Ambulance Service last Christmastime.  Steve was 
instrumental in developing the regionalized ambu-
lance service for the River Valley area.  The ambu-
lance service started out based in a small apartment 
with a “chainsaw-modeled second bay for the ga-
rage,” Brown stated.  When the mortgage company 
that held the title to the building was going bank-
rupt, we negotiated and purchased the place.  It’s 
to this day that MedCare is still housed in that lo-
cation.”  The plaque awarded to Steve reads, “For 
over 20 years of dedicated service and leadership 
to Med-Care Ambulance.  As a founding member 
of this organization you have been a visionary and 
personally instrumental in ensuring that the citi-
zens of the River Valley have received exceptional  
pre-hospital emergency medical care and been 
afforded a first class ambulance response system in 
a rural setting.  Med-Care hereby recognizes you 












We continue to persevere in the nation’s economic troubles. 
Unemployment is high and many folks are uncertain of their economic 
future. The State of Maine continues to hold onto revenues that were once 
destined for the municipalities. The budget process was challenging and 
once again we tried to maintain the status quo. The tax rate increased to 
16.75 from 16.25 per thousand. Though the economy remains hurting, 
Dixfield had a successful year winning grants and finding ways to save 
money. 
 
Though we had one opening for a Selectman, no one took out papers to run. Bob Withrow agreed to be a write-in 
candidate and won the election with 34 votes. The Selectmen undertook a search for an engineering firm to do an 
infrastructure study in the downtown area. The goal is to come up with a plan for maintaining and upgrading the 
infrastructure in an organized and methodical manner. After many committee meetings A.E. Hodsdon was 
selected. The Selectmen encourage our citizens to use the Town’s website. Many times the answers to your 
municipal questions are on the website. And, as always, any suggestions for improving the website are welcome.  
 
The Town purchased equipment with funds from the dedicated reserve accounts. The East Dixfield Fire Company 
leased/purchased an E-One fire truck; both Dixfield and Wilton equally shared in the cost. The Police Department 
traded in a Ford Crown Victoria for a new Ford Crown Victoria. A new waste oil furnace was installed at the 
Town Garage in order to heat more economically. At the current price of heating oil, the waste oil furnace could 
save close to $10,000 per year. We saw some personnel changes in that Anne Simmons-Edmunds was promoted 
from a reserve officer to the full time officer’s slot which opened when Officer Dave Hodgson left us and Philip 
Carrier took Dickie Frost’s place at Public Works. We made road improvements to Brian Street and Holt Hill. We 
also voted to put up lights in Harlow Park for nighttime activities.  
 
This year the Town was successful in receiving an energy efficiency grant for almost $25,000. The Town Garage 
will have lighting upgrades, boiler controls and insulation work done. We also were successful with MDOT in that 
we received a Safe Routes to School grant to build almost 4,000 feet of new sidewalk between the RSU 10 Central 
Office and the T.W. Kelly Middle School that will cost just over $200,000. Finally I worked with Gorham Savings 
Bank to issue Bonds to refinance USDA water loans that will save the Dixfield Water Department close to 
$233,000 in interest costs.  
 
We are still learning about commercial windmills. The Town voted in November to defeat two referendum 
questions concerning windmills. One was an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan to restrict windmills to the 
western side of town. The second question wanted to prohibit commercial and industrial development above 1,000 
feet on Sugarloaf and Colonel Holman Mountains. In June, a citizen’s petition warrant article asking the Town to 
develop industrial windpower regulations was also defeated.  
 
I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen for their tireless efforts on behalf of the town and the town 
employees and volunteers who work so hard on behalf of the citizens.  I appreciate the confidence which has been 
shown to me.  
      Respectfully, 
      Gene R. Skibitsky, Town Manager 
Board of Selectmen 
 
Stephen G. Donahue, Chair       Term:  2012 
Norine H. Clarke                        Term:  2012 
Malcolm M. Gill                        Term:  2013 
Katherine N. Harvey                  Term:  2013 
Robert V. Withrow                    Term:  2014 
 
Town Manager 
Eugene R. Skibitksy 
Board of Selectmen 
Town Manager’s Report 
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Gross Budget 2010-11 
Municipal Departments 
Executive Department $    277,618 
Police Department 303,667 
Public Works Department 455,765 
Fire Departments 82,372 
Ludden Memorial Library 111,170 
Boards and Committees 2,590 
Public Safety 175,318 
Code Enforcement 16,265 
Recreation 13,500 
Municipal Grounds 13,973 
Insurances 30,000 
Social Services 10,051 
Regional Expenses 165,433 
Miscellaneous Expense 3,100 
Reserves 180,000 
Debt Service 37,510 
General Assistance 10,000 
County Tax 97,407 
RSU No. 10 (School) 1,506,157 
     Total Gross Budget $3,491,896 
Municipal Revenue Sharing -242,658 
Other Projected Revenues -654,789 
     2010/11 Net Budget $2,594,459 
Registrar of Voters—Theresa M. Hemingway 
Another year for elections has gone by.  November 2, 2010 proved to 
be a great turnout for Dixfield; we had 1,045 voters for the Guberna-
torial Election.  Every June election we hold RSU No. 10’s school 
referendum, and unfortunately we have a very small turnout (less than 
200 voters).  The total registered voters in Dixfield is 1,713.  Please 
come out and vote; it can make a difference!  I would also like to 
thank everyone for all their help throughout the year.   
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Tax Rate Calculation 2010-11 
Local Taxable Real Estate Valuation $126,908,696  
Local Taxable Personal Property Valuation 26,204,650  
     Total Taxable Valuation  $153,113,346 
Total of All Homestead Exempt Valuation 7,654,370  
Total of All Homestead Exempt ÷ 2  3,827,185 
Total of All BETE Exempt Valuation 1,521,300  
Real and Personal Property Valuation 
     Total Valuation Base 2010/11  $158,157,571 
Standard BETE Reimbursement Value  1,217,040 
Appropriations:   
     Oxford County Assessment $     97,407.00  
     Municipal Appropriations 1,888,332.00  
     RSU No. 10 Assessment 1,506,157.11  
     Total Appropriations  $3,491,896.11 
Allowable Deductions:   
Appropriations 
     State Municipal Revenue Sharing 242,648.00  
     All Other Revenues Except Homesteads 654,789.00  
     Total Deductions  897,437.00 
Net Raised by Local Property Tax Rate  $2,594,459.11 
Tax Rate Calulation 
Total Valuation $153,113,346  
Homestead Exemptions 3,827,185  
BETE Valuation 1,217,040  
     Total  $158,157,571 
Multiplied by Selected Tax Rate  x     .01675 
Tax Commitment  2,649,139.32 
Deduct Net Budget  -   2,594,459.11 
Overlay  $54,680.21 
State of Maine Homestead Reimbursement:  Valuation of $3,827,185 x tax rate of .01675 = $64,105.35 
Interest charged on overdue taxes 7%; 1Mil = $158,157. 
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 Deputy Tax Collector 
Vickie R. Carrier 
Acct.# Name 2011 2010 2009 2008 Total 
            
129 Albrecht, Jonathan A. $1,415.04      $1,415.04 
1220 Allen, Cindy $1,429.53      $1,429.53 
729 Barbioni, Edward E. $802.33      $802.33 
1043 Barbour, Sandra $183.15      $183.15 
355 Beggs, Bernards, heirs $983.73 $954.36    $1,938.09 
 45 Belskis, Scott W. $1,689.07      $1,689.07 
1206 Bernhard, Suzanne $545.89      $545.89 
1438 Bradford, Andrew $229.48 $222.63    $452.11 
1443 Bradford, Andrew $802.33 $778.38    $1,580.71 
21 Brann, Nelson $304.85 $295.75    $600.60 
23 Bronish, Matthew $384.41      $384.41 
463 Brown, Jody $1,270.32 $1,183.65    $2,453.97 
134 Brown, Robert $519.25 $365.87    $885.12 
135 Brown, Robert $119.80      $119.80 
 973 By Eye Property Mgmt $968.99      $968.99 
 664 Cannon, Margaret M. $705.09      $705.09 
992 Carpenter, Nancy $2,366.74      $2,366.74 
1270 Cassier, Lisa $772.18 $435.77    $1,207.95 
894 Castaway, Properties, LLC       $814.20 $814.20 
1151 Charity, Robert B. $837.00      $837.00 
737 Coolidge, Gordon E. $438.01      $438.01 
551 Coolidge, Gregory S $232.83 $112.94    $345.77 
608 Daley, Hart $201.00 $195.00    $396.00 
478 Dept of Veteran Affairs $474.44      $474.44 
936 Dill, Jeff J   $1,194.82    $1,194.82 
936 Dunn, Gerald $2,192.07      $2,192.07 
987 Dunne, Joseph $3,525.54 $1,421.27    $4,946.81 
698 Dupuis, David $403.68      $403.68 
240 Flagg, Gena R. $1,314.04 $1,274.81    $2,588.85 
1026 Fontaine, Sue Ellen $457.28      $457.28 
1144 Gaudet, Paul C $1,204.49 $1,119.79    $2,324.28 
390 Gordon, Robert, heirs $1,115.89 $285.71    $1,401.60 
815 Green, Bonnie J $141.37      $141.37 
814 Green, Bonnie J $884.90      $884.90 
817 Green, Charles L. $450.58      $450.58 
776 Grignon, John P. $3,266.59      $3,266.59 
1565 Haley, Michelle $926.28 $849.88    $1,776.16 
1464 Harrison, Lucky J $303.68      $303.68 
1555 Haylock, Heidi $649.06      $649.06 
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Acct.#         Name                        2011           2010  2009     2008                   Total 
560 Haynes, Jeffrey N $1,791.58     $2,941.65 
324 Hebert, Marion $718.91 $81.65    $800.56 
1295 Henderson, Wendell $531.29      $531.29 
1463 Hiscock, Ellen F $615.80      $615.80 
754 Hixon, Thomas $729.46 $870.19    $1,599.65 
668 Holman, Edward A. $26.80      $26.80 
672 Holman, Edward A. $92.96      $92.96 
678 Holman, Edward A. $545.55      $545.55 
1205 Holman, Lorraine P, heirs $841.69 $816.56    $1,658.25 
345 Holman, Peter $505.37      $505.37 
894 Ideal Properties LLC   $839.31 $839.31  $1,678.62 
1033 Jamison, Erica L $1,746.02 $1,555.24    $3,301.26 
1451 Karkos, Terry PR $1,505.83      $1,505.83 
409 Kersey, Leo F. III $140.70      $140.70 
662 Kidder, Jerome $594.12      $594.12 
1275 Kuhns, Craig O. $1,693.88      $1,693.88 
371 Landry, Diane et al $1,479.88      $1,479.88 
 59 Laprell, Darryl $1,745.18 $1,240.85    $2,986.03 
939 Leavitt, Robert $702.33 $681.36    $1,383.69 
446 Leavitt, Stephen $854.25 $799.92    $1,654.17 
1546 LeBlanc, Lee Roy $433.83      $433.83 
1415 Libby, Herschel $270.18      $270.18 
1573 Libby, Owen $3,159.39 $3,065.08    $6,224.47 
 971 Long River Inc $2,166.61 $1,050.97    $3,217.58 
 917 Louvat, Daniel F $688.93      $688.93 
1474 Lovely, John $591.11 $573.46 $574.11  $1,738.68 
1001 Lyon, Rose $706.00      $706.00 
804 Martell, Sheila $284.75 $261.63 $48.92  $595.30 
869 McDonald, Christopher $651.41 $430.48    $1,081.89 
1547 McKay, Anne   $35.10    $35.10 
511 McLean, Eugene V $134.00      $134.00 
1213 Meader, Pamela $482.63      $482.63 
313 Mease, Darlene R. $634.91      $634.91 
785 Menthe, John $1,135.99 $348.13    $1,484.12 
1583 Menthe, John $700.15      $700.15 
1264 Merrill, Lawrence $658.19      $658.19 
492 Mitchell, Daniel M. $1,043.18      $1,043.18 
764 Moody, Walter $1,502.14      $1,502.14 
150 Murphy, Kevin $1,090.09 $504.40    $1,594.49 
373 Noyes Pure Spring Water $4,353.07      $4,353.07 
396 Noyes Pure Spring Water $211.05      $211.05 
200 Noyes, Sand & Gravel $1,422.58 $803.34    $2,225.92 
1011 Osborne, Richard $1,414.63      $1,414.63 
356 Pepin, Laura M $2,431.77 $2,070.95    $4,502.72 
927 Perreault, Aaron V. $471.18      $471.18 
1265 Perreault, Aaron V. $987.83      $987.83 
317 Pierce, Joy L. $877.87      $877.87 
614 Pratt, Joseph $873.68 $798.85    $1,672.53 
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   Acct.#  Name                            2011           2010    2009           2008        Total 
348 Ranger, John R, III $1,633.09      $1,633.09 
590 Rice, Michael D. $480.92      $480.92 
578 Ridley, Justin $392.31      $392.31 
1409 Robbins, Family Trust $25.13      $25.13 
470 Roberts, Richard R $322.44      $322.44 
461 Roberts, Richard R $389.02      $389.02 
816 Robertson, Lisa R $651.01      $651.01 
1224 Saphier, D. & Deborah $2,676.65 $2,416.96    $5,093.61 
 228 Sawtelle, Evelyn $868.49 $793.81    $1,662.30 
 948 Shorey, Heather $1,146.71      $1,146.71 
 958 Skidgell, William $827.95      $827.95 
 985 Skidgell, William $2,667.77 $2,539.39    $5,207.16 
 797 Smith, Carolyn R. $410.73      $410.73 
1547 Steward, Joshua R. $474.03      $474.03 
170 Stone, Lincoln $1,043.53      $1,043.53 
172 Stone, Lincoln $1,718.22      $1,718.22 
1473 Stucliffe, Edrie   $13.00 $12.68 $17.70 $43.38 
202 Swan, Dennis $68.35      $68.35 
1271 Terrill, Cynthia $1,478.52 $1,319.21    $2,797.73 
512 Thomas, Damon J $160.80 $16.87    $177.67 
 75 Tompkins, Clarence $1,151.56 $997.80    $2,149.36 
1290 Tompkins, Clarence $752.41      $752.41 
609 Towle, Kathryn P $562.80 $546.00    $1,108.80 
914 Vargas, John $883.23 $856.86 $428.59  $2,168.68 
1217 Virgin, Steven $555.93      $555.93 
8 Waite, Jeffrey D $1,167.31      $1,167.31 
139 Walker, David R. $1,308.17      $1,308.17 
872 Wardwell, Clyde $2,287.55 $132.61    $2,420.16 
873 Wardwell, Clyde $1,714.03      $1,714.03 
733 Webber, Brian S. $1,067.98      $1,067.98 
510 Webber, Clifford B $1,440.84 $1,147.57    $2,588.41 
745 Webster, Louis E., Jr. $1,351.22 $1,262.14    $2,613.36 
753 Webster, Louis E., Jr. $50.25      $50.25 
 65 Weeks, Judi $1,489.58 $1,396.36 $1,396.36  $4,282.30 
  46 White, David $1,721.90 $810.87    $2,532.77 
 199 White, Michael J. $777.49      $777.49 
 591 Whiting, Mark $78.10      $78.10 
 712 Willoughby, Richard H $201.61      $201.61 
 477 Wilson, Matheau $473.36 $198.70    $672.06 
  TOTAL $118,942.38 $43,116.32 $3,299.97 $831.90 $166,190.57  
225 Whittemore, F.E.,Jr. $1,721.73   $1,721.73 
10 
Deputy Town Clerk 
Vickie R. Carrier 
Marriages, Births, Deaths 
7/1/2010—6/30/2011 
 
Marriages              8 
Births       l0 Males/9 Females 
Deaths             22 
 
Certified copies of any of the above 
cost $15.00 for the first copy and 
$6.00 for additional copies of the 
same. 
Licenses and Registrations 
7/1/2010-6/30/2011 
 
Motor Vehicle Regs.      2,115 
Hunting/Fishing Licenses        408 
Boats           146 
Snowmobiles   (7 Non-Residents) 293 
ATV’s             (4 Non-Residents) 207 
Health Officers Report 
David Saphier, PA-C 
2010-2011 
   This has been a busy year for your local Health Officer.  I have been involved with the new 
members of the Oxford County Medical Reserve Corps.  We are in need of more members and 
will help with training.  Needed are: 
• Clerks 
• Nurses 
• Certified Nurses Assistants 
• Doctors (working or retired) 
• Civilians to Aid 
   We will be taking care of special needs shelters and help with mass immunizations if the need 
arises.  We are needed now and in the future.  Please call me at 207-364-3624 or Email me at 
dspac117@hotmail.com. 
   I have been out on site visits to check on sanitation, unsafe and unhealthy housing, well and 
water problems and other nuisances. 
   I want to thank our school nurses and our code enforcement agent for all their help throughout 
the year.  Special thanks go to the Town Manager and all of his office staff.  Let’s all have a 
healthy year. 
Remember 
WASH YOUR HANDS 
COVER YOUR SNEEZE 




 & Rebekahs Scholarship Fund 
June 30, 2011 
 
Interest Earned from 1986 to Present 
 
                            Number of Scholarships 
          Interest Earned              Awarded 
 
1986 (1st Year)  $  1,255.41   8 
1987            1,298.20   9 
1988            1,242.93   8 
1989           3,044.46           11 
1990           3,100.98          8 
1991            2,867.40   7 
1992            2,337.25           17 
1993           2,624.83   7 
1994            2,260.54           14 
1995             1,726.17           14 
1996           2,068.82             8 
1997              1,322.36             4 
1998           1,504.01   6 
1999         1,824.84   6 
2000            1,443.31   9 
2001            1,589.08   7 
2002            1,621.81           13 
2003          1,726.17           16 
2004        2,227.75           14 
2005        2,239.49             8 
2006        2,474.52           10 
2007        2,222.36      6    
2008                 3,446.57    9 
2009        2,200.00              5 
2010        1,921.98    4 
2011        1,709.68    9 














1972 $  5,319.04 $  3,989.26 $   1,329.78 
1973 11,013.67 8,260.24 2,753.43 
1974 16,466.52 12,349.92 4,116.60 
1975 17,963.21 13,472.41 4,490.80 
1976 17,124.58 12,843.41 4,281.17 
1977 18,088.14 13,566.11 4,522.03 
1978 18,099.01 13,574.26 4,524.75 
1979 19,990.92 14,993.19 4,997.73 
1980 22,302.65 16,726.99 5,575.66 
1981 23,009.42 17,257.07 5,752.35 
1982 34,315.05 25,736.29 8,578.76 
1983 24,534.65 18,400.99 6,133.66 
1984 26,392.53 19,794.40 6,598.13 
1985 26,636.35 19,977.26 6,659.09 
1986 24,100.45 18,075.34 6,025.11 
1987 25,235.58 18,926.68 6,308.90 
1988 24,161.27 18,120.96 6,040.31 
1989 24,499.50 18,372.99 6,126.51 
1990 25,556.64 19,167.48 6,389.16 
1991 23,631.73 17,723.80 5,907.93 
1992  3,633.00   8,833.00    4,800.00 
1993 18,638.03  14,035.67  4,602.36 
1994 16,662.95 12,496.65 4,166.30 
1995 21,313.42 17,050.27 4,263.15 
1996 21,605.88 17,284.23 4,321.65 
Ione Harlow 













1997 13,296.37 9,971.82 3,324.55 
1998 12,395.39 9,296.12 3,099.27 
1999 15,039.46 11,279.08 3,760.38 
2000 11,895.13 8,920.94 2,974.19 
2001 13,096.50 9,821.93 3,274.57 
2002 13,366.26 10,024.24 3,342.02 
2003 14,350.65 10,762.50 3,588.15 
2004 18,360.22 13,769.54 4,590.68 
2005 18,456.95 13,842.09 4,614.86 
2006 20,393.94 15,294.76 5,099.18 
2007 18,315.82 13,736.25 4,579.57 
2008 28,405.16 21,302.90 7,102.26 
2009 17,451.35 13,087.92 4,363.43 
2010 15,016.01 11,261.49 3,754.52 
Totals $764,018.03 $573,813.45 $190,204.58 
2011 13,884.63 10,413.00 3,471.63 
 
Last year interest from this fund had accumulated to the 
amount of $57,071.31 for the town’s use.  The Dirigo Ath-
letic Boosters approached the Board of Selectmen for 
$50,000 of this money to help fund the “Friday Night 
Lights” at Harlow Park.  The citizens approved the funding 
of this project at a Special Town Meeting in December 2010.  
Generous donations were also received from : 
 
J.D. Irving   $20,000 
Patriot Renewables       10,000 
Dana Whittemore Property Management   5,000 
 
Please accept our sincere appreciation for your generosity  in 
helping to fund this project.  You made a huge difference to 
the completion of the project and also helped to give our 
town another source for great recreational opportunities. 
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Ione Harlow 
Dixfield Community Fund Distribution 








Accrued Interest for 
Town Use as of  
6/30/2011 (and after expenses and 
includes Bangor Savings Investment 
Interest) 








Ione Harlow Dixfield 
















Odd Fellow Scholarships 
 






Ministerial School Fund 
 






Ludden Memorial Library 
 













Verdurina Ludden Trust 
 
Verdurina Ludden Trust is a separate trust fund, although man-
aged through Key Bank Trust together with those listed above.  
These funds are dedicated as an off-set to the library’s annual 
budget and are placed in a library revenue account each year.   
This year’s interest totaled **$417.72. 
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236 Main Street 
Dixfield, Maine 04224 
 “Dedicated to Protect & Serve the Dixfield Community” 
 
 
I  would first of all like to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude 
to all citizens, elected and appointed officials as well as police officers who 
serve this community for their commitment and continued support to police 
services for the Town of Dixfield. 
 
On February 7, 2011 Anne Edmunds was hired to fill the vacant full-time patrol 
officer position created when Officer David M. Hodgson resigned. Officer Edmunds attended the 21st Basic 
Law Enforcement Training Program from August 15th until December 16th , 2011.  Offi-
cer Edmunds began her career as a Dixfield Reserve Police Officer on November 24, 
2009 and is our officer in charge of “Operation Sunshine”, a program which we estab-
lished to better care for our elderly citizens’ needs.  
 
The Dixfield Police Department once again applied for and was the recipient of several 
grants. Grants received were Underage Drinking Grant, Bureau of Highway Safety Sum-
mer Enforcement Grant, Local Pass-Through Recovery Act-Bryne Jag Grant and FY2010 Homeland Secu-
rity Grant. We were able to use the grant monies to fund Special Details in problematic areas of our commu-
nity. These details included foot patrols during late evening and early morning hours. We also conducted 
several OUI Sobriety Check Point details as well as extra saturation patrols to crack down on seatbelt and 
speed violations throughout our the town.    
 
Domestic Assault incidents increased by 50% in FY/2011. The department continues to stand by our ZERO 
% tolerance for this type of criminal behavior which so adversely affects each and every family that it infil-
trates. We continue to ask for your help as citizens in reporting this very serious and in some cases poten-
tially fatal type of criminal behavior.  We have a Facebook account on which we encourage you to sign on 
as a friend and report any and all criminal or suspicious activity you observe in our community. You may 
also report through our office, in person, by telephone (562-4517) or through the Oxford County Regional 
Communication Center by calling (1-800-733-1421). Anonymous tips are welcomed. We will follow 
through on them. 
 
Burglary and Theft complaints increased by 1% and 7% respectively. Simple Assaults showed a slight in-
crease, and Sexual Assaults decreased 33% from FY/2010. 
 
Statistical Information 
  Patrol Miles: 74650    Adult Arrests:  137 
  Recorded Incidents:  1327                 Juvenile Arrests: 35 
  Summonses:  379                  Accidents:  40   
  Parking Tickets:  23    Domestic Assaults:  14 
  OUI:  8                    Burglaries: 13  
  OAS:  5                                Thefts:  43                                                       
  Theft of A Motor Vehicle:  3   Sexual Assaults:  2  
  Theft From A Motor Vehicle:  6   Simple Assaults:  25                                                              
  Security Checks:  3600    Child Abuse: 3 
 
 
Dixfield Police Department 
Richard A. Pickett, Chief 
Dixfield P.D. 
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Oxford County Sheriff’s Office 
Wayne T. Gallant Sheriff 
My report is submitted to each municipality in Oxford County, indicating 
the number of calls for service that the Oxford County Sheriff’s Office re-
sponded to in the respective towns for the year 2010-2011.  The call for 
service represents the “nature” of the call that was reported to our agency.  I 
feel it is extremely important that the Towns in Oxford County  that receive 
law enforcement services from the Oxford County Sheriff’s Office have a 
clear indication of the types of calls that are handled in their respective ju-
risdictions. 
 
 Administrative Personnel Case  1 
 Agency Assist    6 
 Civil Dispute    1 
 Domestic Violence Follow-up             14 
   Total Reported             22 
Municipal Election Results 
November 2, 2010 




451 516 Shall Amendments to the Dixfield Comprehensive Plan, as  proposed by 
  the Dixfield Board of Selectmen, be enacted. 
 
710 320 Shall an ordinance entitled Dixfield Curfew Ordinance, as proposed by 
  the Dixfield Police Department, be enacted. 
 
478 533 Shall the Town approve, appropriate and authorize $250,000 for the 
  Dixfield Sewer Department capital improvement project 
 
487 543 Are you in favor of zoning the areas along the Colonel Holman Moun-
  tain starting at the elevation of One Thousand (1,000) Feet above sea 
  level and continuing to the highest points and prohibiting industrial and 
  commercial development from taking place in these areas, with the ex-








 Overall it was a quiet year for the Dixfield Planning Board.  The Board discussed 
from the sidelines the proposed wind ordinance and proposed changes to the comprehen-
sive plan.  Voters put these items to rest at least temporarily at the November 2010 polls. 
 
 Shoreland Zoning was again reviewed, modified and accepted once 
again by the State and the voters of Dixfield. This year’s changes were 
mostly to clean up the text of the ordinance based on suggestions recom-
mended by the State during the previous revision.  Minor changes to the 
Official Shoreland Zoning Map were also made. 
 
 Board member Mike Peters left the board and alternate Tom Child 
was able to fill his position.  The board continues to look for new members 
willing to serve the Town and offer their perspective on Planning Board 
matters.  Interested citizens of Dixfield should check with the Town Office for any open-
ings on the Planning Board. 
 
Respectfully submitted for the Dixfield Town Report by, 
 
Current Planning Board Members – December 2011 
 
  David K. Harvey, Chair Craig Coulthard, Secretary 
  Cyndi Paine   Tom Child 
  (1) Member Opening  (1) Alternate Member Opening 
Planning Board Report 
David K. Harvey, Chair 
2010-2011 Budget 2010-11 
Dixfield Police Department 
Mission:  Operation Sunshine 
 
 Since Chief Pickett began “Operation Sunshine” with our 
elderly citizens, the need has grown and our seniors have felt much 
safer.  Each Christmas the department calls for donations of non-
perishable items so that a few Christmas baskets can be delivered to those who can use a 
little help as well as receiving the “sunshine of caring” from the Police Department and 
citizens in the community. 
  
 The Chief encourages alerting the department with suspicions of any scams or 
crimes.  The goal is to help support the community and build a strong relationship with 
the citizens of Dixfield. 
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Ludden Memorial Library 
Established A Library 1911 
Ludden Memorial Library Built 1939 
Celebrating 100 Years 2011 
 The library strives to improve each year as 
we try to keep up with the changes in technology and the trends of 
the future.  This year I am happy to announce our membership in 
the Maine Infonet Download Library.  As a member of the 
download library, all of our patrons can enjoy access to 1,650 E-
books and downloadable audio books with their library card. These 
can be downloaded to most digital devices such as e-readers, mp3 
players, ipads, iphones, or your computer.  This is a wonderful way 
for the library to continue to serve those patrons that choose e-
readers & audio books.  As always, the library continues to provide 
services to the residents of Dixfield, Carthage, and Canton. Our pub-
lic access computers are a very important resource for all and are 
consistently used for things like job searches, filing taxes and 
downloading forms, printing boarding passes, and playing games. 
We had well over 5,000 patrons and visitors logging in to use the 
computers this past year, and because of a grant received by the 
Maine State Library through the Broadband Technology Opportu-
nity Program, the library will be receiving three new desktop com-
puters and a laptop computer this year. The three desktop computers 
will replace the three older and slower public-use computers, and patrons will be allowed 
to use the laptop inside the library. We also provide free WiFi service. 
 Of course our collection of books, audio CDs, & DVDs are still very popular as 
well as our Summer Reading Program for children pre-school through age 14.  These are 
some of our statistics: 
 
 Registered Patrons: 2,991      Non-Resident Patrons: 881 
 Books (Adult): 11,252   Books (Children’s): 7,743 
 Audio CDs & cassettes: 714     Videos: DVDs & cassettes: 1,402 
 Downloadable Audio Books: 1,650 Licensed Databases: 68 
 Periodical subscriptions: 33   Circulation: 28,362    
                                                                                             
During the library’s 100th 
anniversary year, we hosted 
a book signing event for 
Dixfield’s own Richard  F. 
Mullins who introduced his 
new book, Evangeline, The 
Novel—Canada’s Greatest 
Love Story.  Mr. Mullins 
explained his extensive 
research for the book and the 
help given him by Peggy 
Malley, Library Director.  
The evening was both fun 
and informative! 
100 Years! 
A Barn Owl was one of the live animals we 
had at our “Birds of Prey” presentation by the 
Chewonki Foundation this summer. 
These children attended our summer reading 
program’s “Arts and Crafts Day.”  They’re 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































River Valley Animal Advocates 
Becky McDonald, President 
PO Box 628—Canton, ME 04221—Phone 597-2323 or 562-7316 
July 2010  -  June 2011 
The River Valley Animal Advocates is a small, local group of animal lovers.  We at-
tained our 501C(3) non-profit status in August 2010.  Our mission statement is to 
“promote and support healthy, loving and positive connections and interactions between 
humans and animals for the physical, emotional and spiritual betterment of them all.”  
We have a therapy dogs group that visits regularly at the nursing homes and the Rum-
ford Hospital.  We also help elderly, disabled and low income people to keep their ani-
mals in their lives and to be responsible for the spaying/neutering of cats, especially to 
eliminate animal over population.   
“Weasel” 
One of the Bandits, 
Almost Grown 
   We also have a trap/neuter/return program to help feral cats 
to be sterilized.  These cats have their ears notched so they can 
be identified as having been fixed and having rabies shots.  
We meet on the 2nd Thursday of each month in the back of 
the Dixfield Fire Station at 6:00 p.m.  Everyone is invited to 
join us! 
   We would like to take this opportunity to thank the Town of 
Dixfield and its many Animal Angels.  The Dixfield Fire Sta-
tion allows us to use space at the station for our meetings, and 
many businesses have our “Change” cans to collect donations 
for our group.  The Dixfield Town Office and Log Cabin 
Crafts sell catnip toys that help us fund our spay/neuter pro-
jects.  In January the Dixfield branch of the Bangor Savings 
Bank nominated us for their “Community Matters More” pro-
gram and awarded us a $1,000 grant.  The annual “Kitties at 
Christmas” drive and the kind people involved are also very 
much appreciated and helps Dixfield cats directly.  Thanks 
also to Ann Simmons-Edmunds (ACO) for Dixfield.  She has 
been very supportive—lending us her equipment and joining 
us in the “cat chasing” as well.  And, thanks to the many resi-
dents that support our fundraising activities.  It is very much 
appreciated. 
   Our major focus in the last year has been on spay/neuter/
rabies shots for cats.  Although we have worked with cats 
from Rumford, Mexico, Dixfield, Peru, Canton, Carthage, 
Farmington and Rangeley, we have done the majority of our 
work in Dixfield.  We have helped people arrange appoint-
ments for spay/neutering, transportation of animals for sur-
gery, care of animals before and after surgery, loaned funds, 
and have picked up the entire cost for 41 cats in Dixfield to be 
spayed/neutered and get rabies shots.  Of those cats, 27 were 
females and 14 were males.  We take them to Dr. Don 
McLean, Kind Animal Care, Norway, Maine.  Between July 
2010 and June 2011, the RVAA helped 5 female and 6 male 
cats from Dixfield with transportation and care for their sur-
gery as their owners paid for their vet costs.  RVAA paid the 
entire costs for 7 females and 1 male owned by individuals in 
need as well as 2 major cat colonies, spending over $2,500 
(most of last year’s budget) in medical bills.  We call the colo-
nies:  Dixfield Sites #1 and #2. 
   Our Dixfield #1 site includes what we call 
“Brenda’s Cats”.  Most people in Dixfield 
know Brenda Jarvis and her sister Caddy 
Smith.  They have been caring for the cats 
in Dixfield for many years, working with 
animal control officers as well as Police 
Chief Richard Pickett.  Brenda is the Vice 
President of RVAA, and she and Caddy 
have maintained a “cat residence” in Dix-
field for over 30 years.  Brenda has a radar 
for felines in need.  What a lot of people 
don’t know is that she has also been a care-
taker for a feral cat colony at the end of a 
dead-end road in Dixfield for over 20 years.  
She has fed them and made sure they have 
shelter in the winter.  Most were what we 
call “ferals” that move into empty buildings 
and start having kittens.  They are usually 
extremely afraid of people and have had to 
be very  suspicious to survive.  These are 
the cats that on which we notch ears so they 
can be identified at a distance.  We started 
live trapping them in July. 
“Pumpkin” 
Last female to be 







   There were 2 mothers having litters of 4-6 kittens, 
usually 3 times per year.  Feral females also start 
having kittens as young as 5-6 months of age.  It was 
not easy, but Brenda did a great job of live-trapping 
and we were able to have 100% spay/neuter/rabies 
shots, vaccinating 9 females and 7 males for a total 
of 16 cats at this site.  Only 2 of the ferals were small 
enough to be socialized, but they have new homes 
and the others have been returned to what is home 
for them.  They will no longer have constant kittens. 
   “Brenda’s cats” will always be our Dixfield site #1 
no matter where they come from, and at least 4 other 
kittens were adopted from our Dixfield #1 site.  They 
arrived at Brenda’s in various ways, but were not 
part of her feral colony.  There were so many tiger 
cats/kittens at the feral site that we ended up calling 
the smallest kittens tigers #1,2,3,4,5 and 6. 
   Our Dixfield site #2 was brought to our attention 
through Ann Edmunds, ACO.  This site was also on 
a dead-end road but more of a case of too many cats 
having too many litters of kittens too often.  Due to 
the winter cold the feral cats usually have three litters 
per year, but cats that have heat can have 4 litters per 
year.  We found 6 females having 4-6 kittens, 4 lit-
ters per year at this site.  That can easily result in 
over 100 kittens in one year and can be overwhelm-
ing for anyone.  Fortunately, the person that cared for 
the cats was totally on board with getting them 
spayed and was able to help us identify and capture 
the breeding females first. 
   Caretakers are vital in this process as they know 
the animals and have more luck capturing them than 
strangers would have.  We were able to get 100% of 
the females spayed at this site as well but not before 
many litters were born.  We also took 18 kittens from 
5 litters during the year from this site.  Some of the 
kittens have to be live trapped or netted as they were 
already pretty wild.  Thirteen of the 18 kittens have 
been adopted but not until they were treated for 
worms, fleas, ear mites, spayed/neutered, shots and 
had their health problems treated.  Time was also 
spent on socializing them.  Two of these kittens went 
all the way to Manassas, VA for their new home.  
The last breeding female from this site was spayed in 
May.  She was not only the mother of the last 2 litters 
taken from this site but also a grandmother to other 
litters taken.  The RVAA has fixed 17 cats from this 
site (cats and kittens); 11 
females and 6 males.  We 
continue to work with kit-
tens from this site. 
   In all the RVAA helped 52 cats from Dixfield to 
be spayed/neutered/rabies shots; 32 females and 20 
males.  These 32 female cats could have produced 
between 500-700 kittens in ONE YEAR alone!  If 
only a small percentage of the litters survived and 
were taken in as strays by the ACO, it could have 
cost the town much more than the $2,500 spent by 
RVAA as it costs over $30.00 to euthanize one cat.  
All the shelters are overcrowded and unfortunately 
most strays are euthanized.  If you would like to see 
some of your tax money go for spay/neuter rather 
than euthanization, please let your local officials 
know.  With $1,000 RVAA could spay/neuter 20 
cats.  If every town had a fund for their residents to 
access for spay/neuter help for their pets, the num-
ber of strays would go down drastically and save tax 
dollars in the long run.  Money spent to kill could 
be used to address the problem of strays and nui-
sance animal complaints. 
     Please be an “Animal Angel” and get your pets 
sterilized. 
  Respectfully, 
  Rebecca McDonald, President 
The 
Bandits 
Tigers #4 & #5 
Dixfield Town Clerk 
Dog Licenses 
 
Neutered or Spayed Dogs        229 
Not Neutered or Spayed           50 
Kennels                                         2 
The license fee for a neutered or spayed 
dog is $6.00 and a non-neutered or non-
spayed dog is $11.00.  Kennel licenses are 
$41.00 and must be approved by the Ani-
mal Control Officer.  A current rabies 
certificate and neutered or spayed cer-
tificate must be shown at the time of li-
censing. 
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 During the fiscal year ending June 30, 2011, the Fire Company responded to 65 incidents.  Response 
requests were as follows: 
 Fire      Percentage Chg. From Prior Yrs. 
  Structure (includes chimney fires) 22    -8%  
  Vehicle      1               -50%  
  Woods      2    -66%  
  All other     3       0  
 Report of Smoke      1       0  
 Motor Vehicle Accidents   12                  -33%   
 Rescue-Related      1     -66%   
 Alarm Activation      6                +300%   
 Power Line/Tree on Wires     0                 -500%   
 Carbon Monoxide Check     6                     0  
 Other Miscellaneous     6    -25%  
 Medical Assist      5                 +50%   
 
 We received mutual aid on five (5) of these incidents and provided mutual aid to neighboring de-
partments on sixteen (16) incidents.  As these figures show, mutual-aid between neighboring departments is 
essential to providing services to our citizens and neighbors. 
 Additionally, we provided numerous Fire Prevention presentations in our schools.  These presenta-
tion wouldn’t have been possible without the dedication of our volunteers; taking their person time, and time 
off from work, in order to provide these valuable educational opportunities—it does make a difference.  We 
also encourage our citizens to practice fire safety each day.  Install and properly maintain smoke alarms and 
carbon monoxide detectors; burn wood safely and check your chimney regularly for creosote building; se-
curely store any flammables liquids. 
 In late Spring of 2010 we took delivery of our “new” Ladder 1, a 1995 E-One Quint.  This apparatus 
is a combination aerial and pumper.  Although this aerial is shorter than our previous truck, overall it is more 
functional and safer than the previous apparatus.  It also has the capability to serve as our second pumper.  It 
has been utilized extensively during its first year of operation and has proved to be an ideal fit for our opera-
tions. 
 I’d like to thank the members and auxiliary for their dedication to serving.  We are currently seeking 
additional individuals interested in serving their community through the fire service; there are numerous 
ways you can help—you don’t have to be an interior firefighter.  Please call 562-7629 if interested. 
  
Dixfield Fire Department 
Scott R. Dennett, Fire Chief 
The Towns of Dixfield and 
Wilton purchased a new, 2010 
E-One Fire Pumper built on a 
2010 International Model 4400 
Chassis last summer for 
$200,000.  The payments are 
split between both towns and 
will be paid in full by Novem-
ber 2015.  The new truck brings 
much needed fire protection to 
our neighbors in the East Dix-
field and Wilton area. 
2010 East Dixfield Fire Truck 




To the Citizens of Dixfield: 
• The grader blade on the Kubota worked out well, and we did two 
grader cycles on our gravel roads during 2010.  We have done one 
grader cycle so far in 2011.  This has helped maintain the profile of the gravel 
roads for drainage and made them smoother to drive on. 
• We added approximately 225 yards of gravel to the top section of the Severy Hill 
Road and the area around the cemetery on the Rollins Ridge Road.  This was done 
with the Kubota and town equipment. 
• Public Works redid the Brian Street job, and this has been doing okay.  The drain-
age issue here is fine for now. 
• The town let out to bid to C.H. Stevenson Co. to replace a section of the Holt Hill 
Road.  I have looked at this road with Al Hodgdon, and he will be submitting a 
report for some rework.  An elevated table design was used to control water run-
off, and this is very difficult to control and make runoff travel exactly where you 
want it.  We are currently getting erosion on parts of the edges of pavement which 
will probably require making a sluiceway and putting some pavement on the edges 
of the roadway to eliminate the edge cracking and erosion. 
• Winter plowing was very busy with approximately 46 plowing and road treatment 
events compared with less than twenty last year.  We used 650 tons of salt com-
pared with 350 the previous year.  Sand usage was higher, also, but we had enough 
from the previous year to not have to buy any. 
• We had several issues with trucks:  the highlights being the camshaft on the 
Volvo, which ended up being covered under warranty (mostly), the clutch on 
Craig’s 18-year-old plow truck, Randy’s truck is still using one gallon of oil each 
time it goes on a plow route and very little during the summer.  The Ford F550 has 
had numerous problems and we have put too much money into it and it needs to be 
replaced ASAP.  The GMC Sierra has injector issues, and they have failed.  We 
are currently in dispute with GMC on the warranty on this vehicle. 
• The John Deere Loader is running good but is a 1987.  The Case Backhoe is run-
ning good, and the Kubota is very good. 
• We traded a push plate for a sweeper with the Town of Paris.  We have the 
sweeper running good and are continuing to make adjustments to improve its per-
formance.  This appears to have been a good trade.  Both towns got usable assets 
at no initial cost. 
• We traded our Toro 450 Diesel Fairway Mower (Golf Course Mower) with a per-
son from Pennsylvania for two Scag Zero Turn Mowers.  The crew has these two 
mowers running good, and we will be making some more improvements to them.  
This appears to have been a good trade for the Town of Dixfield. 
Harlow Park Elm Trees got a new hair cut this past 
summer with the help of the Town Crew and CEO Cal 
Beaumier.  The trees were really quite a mess and 
were in  need of  pruning.  Grass and weeds were cut 
away and mulch added .  They should fill out very well 
now and be the majestic Elms they were meant to be. 
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• We did finish on the positive side for the 2010-2011 budget season.  This was very 
difficult due to the bad winter and aging vehicle situations.  The vehicle repairs 
were high and until some of the ve-
hicles get upgraded , this situation is 
likely to continue. 
• We were successful in getting an 
energy grant for the Town Garage 
and work should start in July 2011. 
• We replaced the waste oil furnace in 
the town garage due to a failure of the old waste oil fur-
nace.  The old one was traded in for the new one.  The new 
one is running well.  We have been getting used cooking 
oil from local businesses, and it has been working well.  
We also have a commitment from Irving for their waste oil.  
We have our own waste oil and RSU #10’s as well.  With 
these sources and Cyn Fuel Company’s retail source of 
used oil, we will dramatically lower our energy costs for the town garage. 
• We participated in the grant request for new sidewalks from the High School along 
Weld Street to the Middle School.  This request was successful! 
• The 2011-2012 Public Works Budget was cut $15,000 by the citizens at the An-
nual Town Meeting.  This budget is very Spartan so this is going to be very chal-
lenging. 
• Public Works took care of the Hockey Rink and the Town Office area this past 
winter to save money.  The Hockey Rink was very successful, but the Town Office 
area was difficult because plow truck drivers have to be pulled off their routes to 
do this.  The requirements of the Town Office snow removal and plowing are si-
multaneous which causes scheduling problems. 
• We took care of mowing cemeteries and grounds.  We hope, with the addition of 
the Scag mowers, it will reduce the man hours required and free up time to do 
other projects. 
• The aging fuel pumps at the town garage required several repairs and are becom-
ing a concern for the Public Works budget.  I believe around $6,000 dollars was 
spent on repairs.  Other town’s and entities use our pumps as a source of fuel, and 
we need to budget enough money and charge enough money to cover the upkeep 
of these aging pumps and the aging system and not have this come out of the Pub-
lic Works Budget. 
News Flash:  On June 14, 2011 it was reported in the local newspaper that a Boa 
Constrictor was loose in Dixfield.  Reportedly 6-feet long, the snake escaped its hold-
ing tank from a home on Jacob’s Alley.  It was yellowish brown with a girth about the 
size of a soda can.  This caused quite a stir in the community with the Town Office 
fielding many calls from frightened citizens.  About a week later, the illusive snake 
was caught while sunning himself next to his house.  Everyone breathed a sign of 
relief, when the snake was moved to Mexico. 
Retirement  -  For Dickie Frost 
Public Works Truck Driver Wm. “Dickie” R. Frost retired from the 
Public Works Department this past year after serving 21 years 
with the Town of Dixfield.  Dickie was known as an excellent “Snow 
Plower” who was always available during any emergency.  We all 
wish Dickie the best in his future endeavors! 
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Dixfield Water Department 
James M. White, Superintendent 
236 Main Street 
Dixfield, ME  04224 
Dixfield Office:  562-4654   -   Dixfield Plant:  562-0906 
Mexico Office:  364-2061   -   Mexico Plant:  364-2195 
 
“Dixfield Water Department Is An Equal Opportunity Organization.” 
To the Citizens of Dixfield: 
 
We are in year one of the renewed three-year contract between the Dixfield 
Water Department and the Mexico Water District.  Last year we completed 
three capital improvements jobs: 
 
• Coburn Avenue:  we replaced 600’ of old, 2” galvanized main with 6” ductile 
iron pipe.  Along with that, we replaced 10 service connections to the property line 
and installed a new high flow fire hydrant. 
 
• North Street:  we also replaced 460’ of old, 6” cast iron pipe with new 8” ductile 
iron pipe, plust moved 2 hydrants. 
 
• Third Street:  we replaced the hydrant. 
 
This fall we will be replacing the water main on the dead-end section of North Street.  
We’re still working on updating the records for curb boxes, valve boxes and water 
mains.  Our meter replacement program is in our third year.  So far, we have replaced 
over 50 meters this year. 
 
We look forward to another great year working for the Town of Dixfield. 
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Fax:  207-897-3627 Phone:  207-897-3348 
Sewer Department 2010-2011 
Contracted with Ted Berry Co., Inc. 
521 Federal Road 
Livermore, Maine 04253 
In an effort to prolong the life of the sewer infrastructure, maintain 
Maine DEP compliance, eliminate sewer overflows or discharges, and 
respond to issues effectively, the Town of Dixfield has contracted the 
Ted Berry Company of Livermore to operate and maintain the wastewa-
ter collection system. 
 
On September 1, 2007 the Ted Berry Company took over the daily op-
erations of the wastewater collection system for the town for a period of 




• Provide long-term savings to the Town of Dixfield through an Operations and Maintenance Plan 
• Reduce SSO’s and their impact on the residents of Dixfield and the environment 
• Prolong underground infrastructure life through a maintenance plan designed for the Town 
• Provide a written response plan for emergency situations 
• Establish and maintain standards per Maine DEP and CMOM regulations by the US EPA 
 
As part of the maintenance agreement, on-going sewer collection system preventative maintenance ac-
tivities take place on a regular basis.  In 2011 the MDOT Webb River bridge replacement will also in-
clude a temporary pipeline as well as replacement of the sewer force main that pumps from Dixfield to 
the Rumford/Mexico Sewer District.  Ted Berry personnel are working closely with AJ Coleman the 
General Contractor as well as MDOT and ME DEP to keep flow in the pipes and service uninterrupted. 
 
Routine scheduled pumping station checks are now being performed by the Ted Berry Team on a 
weekly basis; make sure to say “Hi” to the boys if you see them out in your neighborhood.   
 
Please check out the following website for more information on the contract or to find out important 
emergency contact information: 
http://tedberrycompany.com/muni_om.html or htt0://dixfield.org/sewer.html 
 
Sincerely, 




Office Hourse:  7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday thru Friday 







 From July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 the Department of Code 
Enforcement has reviewed and approved thirty-seven (37) permit applications, 
one of which was for a new wind measuring tower on Col. Holman Mountain.  
Several shore land and natural resource violations were investigated with all 
issues being resolved with simple site visits and letters.   
 Assisting homeowners with continuing to  make adjustments and deal 
with the new FEMA flood maps as they impact various properties has been an 
continued and ongoing area of concentration for the department.  We have been able to stay on top 
of the wind power projects in the area and especially the Colonel Holman proposal by Patriot 
Renewables.   
 The department has continued to work with the DEP in connection with the recently 
mandated shoreland zoning adoption by all Maine towns. Site visits were made with the DEP to 
determine zoning requirements of land associated with a number of natural resources in Dixfield. 
The department has also been working closely with the DEP regarding changes to the Shoreland 
Zone as proposed by the LePage administration. This is a fluid situation that is still being 
negotiated. 
 Illegal junkyards continue to be an ongoing issue.  I have received numerous complaints 
regarding various properties and am hoping to find the time to address them in the near future. I 
have negotiated a successful conclusion to many of the more problematic junk yards and have 
contacted other owners and am cautiously optimistic that some acceptable solutions can be 
arranged without court action.   
 The department followed the Maine Energy and Building Code (MUBEC) legislation very 
closely to determine its impact upon the citizens of  Dixfield. Under the direction of the LePage 
administration the law was amended to now only apply to Towns having 4,000 residents or more, 
therefore Dixfield will not need to be concerned with the new law. However this remains a 
somewhat fluid situation with the restructuring of the State Planning Office.   
 I appreciate all information that comes to me regarding resident concerns and will continue 
to do my best to answer them in a timely manner.  I am usually at the Town Office by 10 AM on 
Fridays and there until 8 PM or later. I am always available via cell phone at 207-402-0403 
including nights and weekends to address concerns or answer questions and can often arrange to 
meet with people at other times if necessary. If I can be of any assistance, please don’t hesitate to 
contact me.     Respectfully submitted, 






Calvin L. Beaumier, CEO 
Water Advisory Committee 
Sonya Fuller, Chair 
 The Dixfield Water Advisory Committee wishes to thank the 
citizens of Dixfield for their continuing support of the Water Advisory 
Committee. 
 The Water Advisory Committee continues to be an excellent 
tool for the Water Department and Board of Selectmen to use for very 
important research and, of course, the vast amount of resources that 
each and every committee member brings to the table. 
 We look forward to working with the Town of Dixfield Select-
men this coming year 2012 regarding the Water Department. 
W.A.C. Members 
(Elected to 3-Year Terms of Office) 
   Term 
 DeVries, William 2012 
 Kennedy, Montell C. 2012 
 Fuller, Sonja  2013 
 Vacancy  2013 
 Desjardins, James 2014 
 Stone, Gerald W. 2014 
 Turbide, Brenda 2014 
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 Dixfield managed to dodge the disaster bullet for another year. 
Although some surrounding communities did experience weather events 
that created significant impacts to their towns, we remained relatively 
unscathed.  We did provide forms to Oxford Emergency Management to 
forward to Maine Emergency Management in order to receive emergency 
declaration funds on a couple of occasions.  
 
 Looking at the bigger picture, we can use the events that occur 
in our surrounding communities as examples of events that could impact 
us and prepare for those possibilities. The most apparent and significant events are weather-related. Rain 
events caused flooding and erosion that closed off some roads in surrounding communities. Detours lasted 
for weeks and forced us to contemplate mitigation plans if whole areas became stranded. Dixfield is 
bounded on two sides by the Webb and Androscoggin Rivers. Tornadoes have been occurring in the Ox-
ford hills area annually in recent years. They caused locally significant damage to homes, businesses and 
utilities. We should prepare for the possibility of just such an event in our area.  
 
 Nationally, seasonal wild land fires sweep through entire communities and burn in stubborn areas 
for an entire season. Maine remains the most heavily forested state in our nation. Although, we have en-
joyed several mild fire seasons, history tells us there will be another large forest fire in Maine and in our 
town. Our forests are also threatened by exotic invasive species of insects and disease. Mitigation by moni-
toring, education and quarantine enforcement continues.   
 
 We are threatened annually by cold and flu seasons. An epidemic of flu can adversely impact our 
entire community and cause death. Other deadly diseases still lurk in our community. Our public health 
officer recommends proper hygiene and prophylaxis to mitigate these diseases. There is still no cure for the 
common cold but I find a regiment of zinc reduces the severity and duration of my symptoms. Consult with 
your doctor before taking any supplements.  We are also threatened by mechanical and man made disas-
ters. While we cannot dream up every potential disaster that threatens our town and surrounding communi-
ties, we can take away lessons from other incidents. We prepare for these possibilities by planning, training 
with exercises and reviewing after the exercise.  After months of planning, in October of 2010, I partici-
pated in a tri-county wild land fire, table-top exercise coordinated by Oxford County Emergency Manage-
ment. This exercise was designed to test the interoperability of three counties coming together to fight a 
forest fire that burned in all of their jurisdictions at once. The scenario realistically depicted an event that 
would take several days and hundreds of resources to control. An ADHOC incident command staff had to 
be formed and perform in the disciplines of operations, planning, logistics, and finance.  
 
 Also in October of 2010, I participated in an active shooter scenario table top exercise at Mexico 
Middle School where the school needed to go into lock down. Police and emergency responders needed to 
work in unified command to eliminate the threat and safely extricate victims.  Again, after months of plan-
ning, in January of 2011, Dixfield’s department heads and myself participated in a New Page disaster    
table-top exercise where a scenario of an explosion, fire and release of toxic plumes was played out. The 
after actions review of this exercise revealed that many of the area’s emergency responders wear many 
public service hats. For example, the emergency management directors for Peru, Mexico, and Rumford 
would be directly engaged in the suppression of this incident placing the burden of area emergency man-
agement on the Dixfield emergency management director’s shoulders. The review also found that Dix-
field’s revised Emergency Operation Plan is still in draft and needs to be updated and approved by our 
Board of Selectmen. Although, that plan is ready for review, it requires updates annually.  
Emergency Management Report 
2010—2011 
Jay Bernard, Director 
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 Finally, one of the key components of mitigating disasters is mass com-
munication to alert our citizens of impending threat and continued communica-
tion for situational awareness. Then the restoration of communication as quickly 
as possible should it become disabled. I have been working with the Oxford 
Emergency Management Office to implement a mass notification system called 
“City Watch”. This program is capable of choosing areas, even individual resi-
dences to warn by using our phone systems. However, this system is under re-
view by the county commissioners amid security of information issues. At this 
point, mass notification is provided solely by the emergency broadcast system on 
our television and radio. Another option is Bull horn announcements by patrolling emergency responders. 
You may also act proactively by installing emergency notification applications into your cell phones. 
 
 You are also encouraged to volunteer in any way you can to assist our town in emergency re-
sponse. Dixfield Fire Company is always looking for volunteers. We will also rely heavily on civic and reli-
gious organizations during prolonged events. Oxford County Management has a citizen emergency response 
team or CERT. The area has a medical reserve corp. We’ll all be safer if we all play a role. 
 
 Revenues from recycling increased in 2010; however, recycling tonnage was down 
by 145 tons from year 2009. 
 In 2010 we processed 9,684 tons of municipal solid waste from our six member 
town group as compared to 8,747 in 2009.  Our disposal costs in 2010 (not including 
transportation) was $506,000.  Our recycled tonnage was 984 tons of materials in 2010, 
down from 1129 tons in 2009.  The revenues received for these recyclables in 2010 was 
$117,985.  The positive side indicates that the market in 2011 for recyclables continues to 
grow.  This should be our incentive to make more time to separate recyclables from our 
household garbage. 
 Basic materials that are recyclable include:  plastics (PETE #1, HDPE #2 and PP 
#5), aluminum and steel cans, glass bottles and jars, newsprint, office paper, magazines, 
junk mail and all cardboard, including paperboard such as cereal boxes, egg cartons, shoe 
and various other containers. 
 Our hazardous waste program successfully collected 58 units during June 2011, 
eliminating this potential danger in the waste stream.  Please remember that waste such as 
fluorescent bulbs, mercury thermometers and switches, car and batteries containing mer-
cury, TVs, computer monitors and towers, plus hard plastic materials, etc. must also be 
separated from general waste.  These items should be brought to the recycling and transfer 
station on Route 2 in Mexico.  When in doubt, please ask the attendant in charge before 
disposal.  
 We can make a difference in our environment and reduce solid waste costs with a 
little extra effort.  For additional information on recycling and household hazardous waste, 
please contact River Valley Healthy Communities Coalition at 364-7408.                                                          
  
N.O.R.S.W.B. 
William “Bill” DeVries, Dixfield Representative 
2010—2011 
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Dixfield Historical Society 
Albert Spaulding, President 
   One measure of a society is the attention it pays to 
the preservation of its history, its customs and the 
stories of its people. 
   We, in Dixfield, are most fortunate to have citizens 
who saw the need for collecting and cataloging (for 
prosperity) photographs, artifacts, letters and docu-
ments which relate to the rich history of Dixfield.  
Our museum, in which we store these memorabilia, 
is the envy of many larger communities.  We invite 
you to stop in and see this treasure trove. 
     From its humble beginning, the society has grown 
from a handful of dedicated persons to an organiza-
tion of over 185 members.  I cannot give enough 
credit to those very active participants who have con-
tributed so much in time and resources to our suc-
cess.  But, even as we salute those members, we are 
still seeking new, active people who are willing to 
contribute their time to making our historical society 
an even more valuable asset of our community. 
   This year, our 36th!, saw the recognition of the 
Ludden Memorial Library where we had a book 
signing by Dixfield author Richard F. Mullins,  His 
book, Evangeline, The Novel is a welcome and val-
ued addition to our library. 
   We also welcomed the Towle Family members 
who presented a very interesting and informative 
history of Towle’s Hardware one hundred years in 
Dixfield.  We congratulate them for their dedication 
to Dixfield and the area. 
     If you are willing to volunteer a little of your time 
and become a member, we may be able to keep our 
museum open to the public more often.  Tourists find 
this an interesting and educational stop on their trav-
els. 
   We invite you to our meetings in which we present 
programs covering a wide range of historical topics.  
If you have suggestions for programs, we would love 
to hear them.  If you have history to share, we’d love 
to host you and your program.  We meet the second 
Thursday of the month, in season, at our home on 
Main Street. 
   If you have friends or relatives who live out of  the  
area or out of state, you might want to tell them of 
our  historical society.  Some of them may have sto-
ries to tell or items for our museum.  And, who 
knows?  You may find items in your own attic! 
Some of Dixfield’s Historical 
Artifacts Received this Past Year… 
• Vietnam Army Uniform, 1966-67; 1st Signal 
Brigade; gift from Nelson E. Coolidge 
• Civil War Blanket, taken to war by Frank 
Stanley, Dixfield 
• Baby Christening Dress, 1909; gift from 
Nelson E. Coolidge; belonged to his grandfa-
ther, Lester E. Coolidge, eldest of 10 chil-
dren 
• Elgin Cheese/Butter Slicer, c. 1911; gift 
from William DeVries 
• Radiola 33 with Speaker, 1929; gift from 
Walter and Rita Cunningham 
• (2) black iron feeding/watering troughs 
from Dr. James S. Sturtevant’s barn on 
Weld Street; gift from Sandra Hawthorne 
Fuller 
• Vintage Bottle & Household Tools Collec-
tion; gift from Fawnie MacDonald, Peru 
• Caned Chair, c. mid-1800’s; formerly owned 
by Jesse Adams; gift from Dick Adams, 
Indiana 
• This Ole House painting, farm house on the 
Dixfield Common Road, late 1800’s; gfit 
from Nancy LaBrecque 
 
Crafts Wanted 
Vickie Carrier’s  hand-stitched  
Penny Rug  kicks off DHS’s Crafter’s  
Handiwork Display!  Crafted in 2011,  
hand-stitched, made of wool and felted wool  
 
The Penny Rug kicks off the historical society’s 
efforts to collect samples of Dixfield crafters’ 
handiwork to be placed on display during the 
summer of 2012.  If you’d like to contribute, 
please drop off your samples at the Dixfield 
Town Office.   
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Special Town Meeting Minutes 
FY2010-2011 
 
Minutes—Special Town Meeting 
December 9, 2010—6:00 p.m. 
Ludden Memorial Library Community Room 
 
Town Manager, Eugene R. Skibitsky opened the meeting at 6:00 p.m. by reading the 
Greetings of the Special Town Meeting Warrant and Article 1. 
 
Article 1.  To elect by written ballot a Moderator to preside at said meeting.  Malcolm Gill 
nominated David Duguay.  This motion was seconded by Katherine Harvey.  There were 
no other nominations.  Stephen Donahue moved to cease nominations, seconded by Kathe-
rine Harvey.  Six (6) people came forward to cast a written ballot for David Duguay.  
Eugene Skibitsky administered the oath of Moderator to Mr. Duguay.  (Oath recorded in 
the Dixfield Town Office). 
 
Moderator Duguay then proceeded to Article 2. 
 
Article 2.   To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to use up to 
fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars of the Ione Harlow Dixfield Community Fund accrued 
interest for the purpose of acquiring LIGHTING FOR HARLOW PARK’S BALL 
FIELD located at 141 Weld Street, Dixfield, Maine, and identified on the town’s tax maps 
as Map 19, Lot 26.  (The balance available to the town is $57,070.80).  
 
Jon Holmes made motion to approve the Article as read, seconded by Dan McKay.  Scott 
Holmes explained the purpose of the lights for night soccer and football games.  Non-RSU 
#10 functions would be charged for use of the field and revenues used for extra duty Police 
patrol.  Neighboring residents voiced concerns on parking and trash issues.  Katherine Har-
vey suggested a sub-committee be formed to create a plan to help surrounding residents 
with these issues.  Scott Holmes also informed the meeting there would be 4 light towers 
with 26 fixtures per pole which would light only the field and not the surrounding areas.  
Labor would be donated and RSU #10 would pay the monthly fee for electricity.  Voting 
was by a show of hands, so voted. 
 
Article 3.  Shall the town (1) approve a capital improvement project for the DIXFIELD 
SEWER DEPARTMENT consisting of improvement to the sewer system as proposed by 
the Board of Selectmen, and including engineering and design costs, transaction costs and 
other expenses reasonably related thereto; (2) appropriate the sum of $250,000 to fund the 
project; (3) authorize the Town Treasurer and the Chair of the Board of Selectmen to issue 
general obligation securities of the Town (including temporary notes in anticipation of the 
sale thereof) in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed $250,000 to fund the appro-
priation; (4) delegate to the Treasurer and the Chair the authority and discretion to fix the 
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dates, maturities, interest rates, denominations, calls for redemption (with or without premium), 
form, and other details of said securities, including authority to execute and deliver the securi-
ties on behalf of the Town?  NOTE: Debt service on the bond will be paid from user fees 




A.  Total Town Indebtedness 
 1.  Notes outstanding and unpaid - Fire Truck Dixfield  $  28,495.80 
 2.  Notes outstanding and unpaid – Thaddeus White Bridge      67,693.11 
 3.  Notes outstanding and unpaid – Public Works Truck     82, 537.73 
 4.  Notes outstanding and unpaid – Water Department  1,540,000.00 
  Total                 $1,718,726.64 
B.  Notes authorized and unissued       -0- 
C.  Notes to be issued if this article is approved     $250,000.00 
D.  Costs:  At an estimated maximum interest rate of four (4%) percent for a twenty –five (25) 
year maturity, the estimated costs for this bond will be: 
 1.  Principal          $250,000.00 
 2.  Interest            125,000.00  
 3.  Total Debt Service         $375,000.00 
E.  Validity:  The validity of the bonds and the voters’ ratification of the bonds may not be af-
fected by any error in the above estimates.  If the actual amount of the total debt service for the 
bond issues varies from the estimates, the ratification by the voters is nevertheless conclusive, 
and the validity of the bond issue is not affected by reason of the variance.  
 
Malcolm Gill made the motion to accept the Article as read, seconded by Katherine Harvey.  
The Town Manager explained that it was unlikely the town would have to borrow the full 
amount.  After much discussion, Donald St. Germain moved the question, seconded by James 
Desjardins, so voted.  The Article passed by a show of hands. 
 
Malcolm Gill moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:00 p.m., seconded by Katherine Harvey, so 
voted. 
 
Approximately 30 people attended the meeting. 
 
True copy attest: 
 
Vickie R. Carrier 
Deputy Town Clerk 
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Special Town Meeting Minutes 
FY2010-2011 
 
Minutes—Special Town Meeting 
July 26, 2010—6:30 p.m. 
Ludden Memorial Library Community Room 
 
 
Town Manager Eugene R. Skibitsky opened the meeting at 6:00 p.m. by reading the Greetings of 
the Special Town Meeting Warrant and Article 1. 
 
Article 1.  To elect by written ballot a Moderator to preside at said meeting.  Norine Clarke nomi-
nated David Duguay.  The motion was seconded by Stephen Donahue.  There were no other nomi-
nations.  Norine Clarke moved to cease nominations, seconded by Cynthia Coulombe.  Six (6) peo-
ple came forward to cast a written ballot for David Duguay.  Engene Skibitsky administered the 
oath of Moderator to Mr. Duguay.  (Oath recorded in the Dixfield Town Office.) 
 
Article 2.  To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to use up to One Hun-
dred Thousand ($100,000.00) Dollars of UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE (surplus) for the 
purpose of lowering the 2010/11 tax rate.  Montell Kennedy moved to pass the Article as read, sec-
onded by Richard Pickett.  Town Manager Eugene Skibitsky explained the surplus and “carry for-
ward”.  Article approved by a show of hands. 
 
Article 3.  To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to use up to Forty-Five 
Thousand ($45,000) Dollars of the IONE HARLOW DIXFIELD COMMUNITY FUND accrued 
interest for the purpose of acquiring and disposing of the so-called ALTHEA W. FISH PROP-
ERTY located at 35 Main Street, Dixfield, Maine and identified on the town’s tax maps as Map 14, 
Lot 120.  (The purchase price of the property is $35,000; $10,000 is also estimated for disposal of 
the house and sheds.  The balance available to the town is $57,070.80.)  Montell Kennedy moved to 
approve the Article as read, seconded by Jon Holmes.  Selectman Norine Clarke explained the plan 
for the property w2hich is a boat launch and parking area for businesses.  Much discussion fol-
lowed concerning demolition costs, costs involved with building the boat launch and perhaps up-
dating the existing board launches.  Donald St. Germain called for a vote, seconded by Richard 
Pickett.  Motion carried by a two-thirds vote.  Motion by a show of hand failed to pass the Article. 
 
Brenda Norcross moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:30 p.m., seconded by Maureen Charron.  So 
Voted. 
 
Approximately 60 people attended the meeting. 
 
True copy attest: 
 
Vickie R. Carrier 




The McGouldrick Park Area of Long Ago 
From the 1978 Annual Town Report, written by Cora and Cleon Corrow 
 The following sketch is a condensation of material from Wynifred Smith’s book, Pines and 
Pioneers, newspaper articles by Emerson Bartlett, and conversations with Paul Willoughby, Leslie Holt 
and Wirt Horn. 
 
 The first logs to go down the Webb River were owned by Phillip Judkins and 
Samuel White.  Booms were placed in strategic places in the fall of 1819.  Each spring 
thousands of logs floated down the river; many logs were longer than the river was 
wide.  Over one hundred years later, Victor Staples ran the last log drive down the 
Webb River. 
 
 Willis and Leonard Brackett had a brick kiln on the shore of the Webb River 
just above the Thaddeus White Bridge.  The clay was dug from the Torrey Meadow 
and transported by barge.  A small dam was constructed above the bridge to float the 
barge to the brick yard.  The clay was mixed with water and sand from the present 
park area, then spread on the kiln and cut into bricks.  Alders provided fuel for the fire 
in the kiln; apparently the combination of alder bark and the hot fire were responsible 
for turning the bricks red or white, depending on where the heat was.  The brickyard 
was known to be operating in 1878. 
 
 In the early 1900’s many people owned boats.  Charles Haines, who lived on 
the Dixfield side of the White Bridge, maintained a landing on the Webb River where 
people could leave their boats.  There were boat races from the landing to Webb River 
Falls.  Charles Ames had a steamer on the river.  On the opposite side of the river were 
several camps owned by Vivian Horn, Ansen Phillips, and Cleve Frost.  Otto Holt and 
Ormand Gould had a camp at Moose Rips. 
 
 McGouldrick Park was known for a long time as the millyard.  The first lum-
ber mill was built by Arch Coburn; the date is uncertain, but it was in operation in 
1920.  Later it was sold to Llewellyn Fairbanks and Charles Towle.  Mervin Fairbanks 
phased out the mill in the early 1960’s.  Today at McGouldrick Park one finds bricks, 
machinery parts, and other reminders of these industries. 
 
 McGouldrick Park was named in honor of Frank McGouldrick, Superintendent 
of the Dixfield school system from 1926-1946, and his wife, Alice.  The children in 
the Town of Dixfield were greatly influenced by their love and devotion, both in the 








 Memory goes back to that good old 
village, and often have I wondered that if I 
should write a few lines of my boyhood, 
happy days there, if they would catch the 
eye of some of the old bunch that lived 
there in the days when the Harlow Block 
was built and Barnard Marble kept the Na-
tional House on the opposite corner, well 
do I remember that tall beaver hat he used 
to wear. 
 Do you remember seeing Uncle Ty-
ler Kidder driving through the streets as his 
strong voice would ring, “Gidup old 
Lyon”.  Many a time I have seen Uncle Ty-
ler returning from a three weeks trip among 
the back-woods trappers with a thousand 
dollars worth of furs in the old pung. 
 I recall the old Foster toothpick mill 
at the mouth of Webb River, those who 
knew the mill certainly knew Charles Free-
man and Lydia Packard.  I worked for Mr. 
Freeman three whole winters, operating a 
toothpick machine and many there for 
many years were Lewis Humphrey, Uncle 
Tom Huston, and his son Thaxter, Maurice 
Wilson, Elton Newton better known in 
those days as “Broncho”, and the Ricker 
boys, George and Charles, and many more 
that memory cannot recall.    
 Almost touching the southeast cor-
ner of the toothpick mill was the old 
wooden bridge, where the iron bridge now 
crosses Webb River; a short distance above 
the bridge was the lower dam,  while  about 
one  hundred  feet  up 
river was the upper dam.  Millions of feet of 
heavy long lumber would find its way over 
those dams annually, aided by husky river 
drivers, among whom I did my little part in 
those days, acting as cook, later becoming a 
regular river driver and followed that occu-
pation for many seasons, and many a time I 
have been in, and the door would shut after 
me.  Though I could never swim a stroke, I 
have lived through it all so far. 
 Right opposite the lower dam was 
Mr. Kirby’s 5 and 10 cent store, only a few 
feet from the sidewalk, and after a few years 
Percy Gammon’s father used the building, 
well equipped with machinery where for 
many years he manufactured hand rakes. 
 Almost adjoining this building was 
William Putnam’s mill, known as a sash and 
blind mill, also anything that could either be 
found in stock there, or orders for same 
taken, such as caskets, boats and the like.  
Oscar Howard worked for Mr. Putnam for a 
long term of years, and a better wood 
worker was mighty hard to find; this was 
Walter E. Howard’s father. 
 Nestled close by was the old grist 
mill, and Philip Andrews was the miller, 
nearly all of the farmers in vicinity raised 
wheat and had it ground at this mill as well 
as other grain.  The flour was rather dark 
colored, though very palatable biscuits it 
would make and many a barrel I helped to 
stow away in supplying the wants of the in-
ner man.  At Philip’s mill they also carded 
wool, and about every farmer had a flock of 
sheep and the mittens and stockings that 
were made from the wool that was carded at 
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this mill would be a hard thing to duplicate 
today, though probably more adapted to the 
need of the farmer and lumber jack, than the 
modern flapper. 
 A few steps up river was Lamont Wil-
loughby’s saw mill and it was a busy place all 
winter and late into the spring, for he did an 
awful lot of sawing for the farmers from all 
around.  Ninety per cent of the logs were 
hauled in by ox teams, which were the farm-
ers’ hobby back in those days.  What powerful 
strings Donald and Granville Torrey used to 
come in with, often with seven and eight yoke 
in the team ranging from yearling steers up to 
eight feet oxens, while some of their loads 
would be as large as a medium sized load of 
loose hay, and kind reader let me tell you 
those teams would have attracted attention at 
the Brockton fair. 
 Nate Cox and his black dog, Twist!  
Nate conducted a shoe cobber’s shop on Main 
Street and ran a small store in connection, he 
butchered and drove the butcher’s cart, and 
brought up a large family, some of whose 
members, I have been told, are wealthy at this 
time. 
 No doubt there are many who remem-
ber the night Gerry Harlow’s awning was 
stripped from its moorings.  Yes, I do, for one. 
 Those that remember when William 
Wait used to own the trotting park on the 
plains and hold racing meetings there upon 
the Fourth of July, and at short intervals 
throughout the summer and fall, just take five 
and sit down and work your memory back to 
when we were boys and girls and were so 
deeply interested in seeing those close fought 
heats and hear the clatter and bang of the high 
wheeled sulkies while they would often get 
squeezed pretty hard coming down the home 
stretch.  Now let us see—there would be 
perched on those wooden wheeled vehicles, 
Joseph Edmonds, Willis and Leonard Brack-
ett,  Emerson  Ames,  Herschel  Holt,  better  
known then as “Scrappy” and Fred and 
Wilder Chase and many more old timers.  
All the above mentioned reins men were 
locals, but all the horsemen from all 
around with their horses were regular 
visitors at these meetings, where hard 
battles were fought. 
 Some of the horses owned in the 
village or near by and were raced suc-
cessfully were Katie B and Bert, trained 
and raced by Joseph Edmonds.  The mare 
was owned by Wallace Hutchinson and 
while under the management of Mr. Ed-
monds, she was sold to a Brockton, 
Mass., party for one thousand dollars, 
which was a long price for those days.  
Joe owned Bert and he was one of the 
handsomest horses ever raced upon the 
old track, and that is saying a good deal.  
Scrappy drove many good ones to the 
front, among them was Charles Bonner.  
I was taking care of this horse at a meet-
ing on the Canton race track, when he 
came under the wire a winner, though he 
only went about fifteen feet when he 
dropped to the ground dead and Scrappy 
was thrown a great distance, fortunately 
escaping with only minor bruises. 
 That noted reins man, Emerson 
Ames, drove a number of good ones to a 
low mark, Nancy B., Spoolmaker, and a 
dozen more came down the home stretch 
to the credit of Emerson.  Wilder Chase 
owned that swift pacer, Charles Hadley; 
Fred Chase owned that handsome stallion 
Lord Nelson, and other good ones; Willis 
Brackett, a valuable stallion, whose name 
I think was Venture Boone.  Wid, as eve-
ryone called him had the misfortune of 
losing this horse very suddenly.  He al-
ways had brood mares and colts on hand 
and Wid was considered as one of the 
best horse breeders to be found and also a 
real wizard on pedigrees. 
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 Here was our trouble and the way 
it was overcome:  it was impossible to 
conceal our goods so that some interested 
party could not find it and reduce the con-
tents of the container while we were out 
for heats.  Once, while at our regular 
meeting at South Paris a friend came to 
our stable who was a physician, and we 
told him of our trouble.  He took an ounce 
bottle from his case and put two drops of 
the liquid into what was called in those 
days a long necker of split, automatically 
it changed the color to that of Paris green.  
Doc told us to throw it right down upon 
the straw right in plain view and leave it 
there while out for the next heat.  Now let 
me ask you fair minded people, would you 
have taken the chance?  We were always 
told to follow the physician’s advice and 
this time we did and it prove an over-
whelming success and many a hearty 
laugh we had over it. 
 Walter Howard is master mechanic 
at the largest paper mill in the world, The 
Oxford Mill at Rumford, Maine.  Ask 
Walter if he remembers when sixteen of 
us boys went to Canton upon Mart 
Kilgore’s four horse team, and there con-
nected with the train for Lewiston to at-
tend the Barnum & Bailey circus. 
 Every autumn there were large 
droves of cattle driven through the village 
upon the way to market.  I have seen 
many a drove upwards of four hundred in 
them.  Some of those droves were forced 
to swim the Androscoggin River at the 
Charles Hammond ferry, as late in the sea-
son as November 1st.  There were also 
many droves of sheep came through the 
village and I have seen as many as thirteen 
hundred in some of them.  They, of 
course, had to be carried across the ferry 
boat, sometimes at the Hammond ferry 
and  other  droves at the  Brown ferry, one 
Leonard Brackett owned some good brood 
mares from which he raised Blizzard and 
Cyclone, and a number more good ones. 
 William Smith, who was one of Dix-
field’s leading sports and a traveling sales-
man, owned and raced Lady Martin, Jerry 
and the Lambert Mare, with Scrappy in the 
sulky.  Bill always had a number of good 
colts growing up, too. 
 Oh what a swift pacer Hiram Ran-
dall bought from John Leavitt.  Frank 
Stanley always had a lot of speed to show, 
including fancy and fast pairs. 
 Did you ever hear it doubted but 
what Dixfield was a lively horse town back 
in those days?  Every winter the main street 
was kept as smooth as a billiard table and an 
attractive speedway it was.  We had what 
was called a short ship circuit, including our 
local track, Canton, Livermore, South Paris 
and Andover.  My services were in great 
demand and I attended all of the meetings, 
acting as groom for the drivers, in other 
words a swipe.  Now while it is fresh on my 
memory I want to tell you of the instance 
that used to happen frequently while at the 
different tracks long the circuit which was 
very troublesome to the horsemen.  Trusting 
you will not mention this part, though I dare 
say there are horsemen of today who well 
remember back thirty-five and perhaps forty 
years.  When most of the boys used to take 
with them upon these trips, a little tonic that 
I think they call split and when their horses 
would win a heat they would partake of a 
small sample of the liquid and it strikes me 
at this writing that at times when their horse 
did not win they would also take a sip.  Now 
kind reader please consider that this all hap-
pened a long time back and of course it is 
safe to say that such a thing is not even 
thought of at this time and nothing stronger 
than Mount Zircon Water is ever taken 
along by the horsemen. 
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mile below the village, ferrying those large 
droves was a slow process.  Some of the old 
timers were Dr. B. W. Tingley, Dr. Philoon, 
Dr. Zenas Bartlett, Thomas Cox, Elbridge 
Harlow, Jefferson and Thadeous White, 
Cyrus Newton, James Parker, Scott Chase, 
Barnard Marble, Luther Ludden and that 
veteran stage driver, John Pickens, and there 
were Mrs. Phelps and Aunt Ellen Gould that 
lived upon the plains. 
 Some of the boys around my age 
were as follows:  Eustace Greenleaf, 
Charles Pickens, Carroll Leavitt, George 
Smith, Claude Griffith, Wade Trask, Walter 
Eastman, Norman Marsh, Percy Gammon, 
Charles Ricker, Frank Willoughby, Johnnie 
Holland, Frank Fish, Wid Ricker, Grant 
Harlow, Walter E. Howard and Elton New-
ton, better known in those days as Broncho.  
Elton drove team for C.C. Freeman of the 
toothpick mill.  For years Broncho’s hobby 
was horse back riding and the most of his 
spare time was spent that way. 
 Those who were present at ice skat-
ing parties when we would skate five miles 
up to Webb River Falls, more than forty 
years ago upon moonlight nights, and return 
at about midnight, please raise your hand. 
 In the rear of Steven Griffith’s har-
ness shop and quite close to the Androscog-
gin River was an old, one story building, 
used to store carriages and sleighs.  The 
windows were all boarded up tight.  Most 
every autumn quite a few of us boys used to 
enter through a very small door in the base-
ment and then crawl up through a hole in 
the floor, where a small chimney had been 
taken out.  We had an outfit that consisted 
of a very large dry goods box for a table, 
two kerosene lanterns and several nail kegs 
for chairs.  Often we would gather there and 
engage in a little poker game, of the penny 
ante—five cent limit caliber, that often 
would last into the young hours of the day 
following. 
 While we were holding one of those 
notorious gambling meetings one rough No-
vember night, after having saved up a little 
extra cash for this particular gathering, there 
were eight of us around the old box, there a 
heap of Uncle Sam’s goods upon the table.  
I will say there must have been between 
eighty-five cents and a dollar, including lit-
tle silver five cent pieces, two cent pieces 
and bung town coppers with the nickel the 
largest face value. 
 It was at about midnight, and every-
thing was rolling right along smooth and 
some of us were getting pretty wealthy, 
when all of a sudden our attention was at-
tracted by the rattling of the padlock chain 
at the main entrance, which was only about 
eight feet from our table.  Talk about your 
radio spreading stuff across the country, you 
should have seen this little midnight party 
breaking up.  With a rat hole in the floor our 
only exit, with a perpendicular drop if seven 
feet to the ground below, eight of us, 
thank—there were no more of us, for we 
only had a fractional part of a minute to turn 
the trick.  However, we scored a clean get 
away, though some of our bodies carried 
scars that were quite visible for more than 
four weeks.  Never again did we enter that 
old joint that had sheltered us upon many 
meetings. 
 Several of us boys walked to Rum-
ford many times in the morning, and re-
turned at night during the summer that the 
large jam of logs were piled high and occu-
pied the whole of Rumford Falls.  There 
were said to be two million feet of lumber in 
that jam, more than a carload of dynamite 
was used, and it took more than five months 
to clear the river.  I have often heard it said, 
that it caused a number of lumbermen that 
formerly were in very good circumstances 
to go broke.  As to memory this jam was 
forty-seven years ago (c.1883). 
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 I am wondering if at the same time 
any one will read these lines that used to go 
to dancing school in the Harlow hall in my 
class.  No doubt Mrs. Selden Barrett will, as 
Minnie was my partner at one term with 
Wilder Chase for a teacher.  Wilder at that 
time had fully grown to manhood though a 
feather weight, and his superior in the dance 
hall stuff, did not inhabit the State of Maine 
in those days. 
 The good Templars Lodge held 
weekly meetings in their room upon the first 
floor in the Harlow block, with Mrs. Hattie 
Kilgore, a leading member, with Col. Wil-
liam T. Eustis, William Abbott and William 
Putnam, very popular speakers. 
 Mellie and I used to shake a clever 
foot in those days at the Harlow hall, at the 
Dixfield Grange Hall, at the hall near 
S mi t h ’ s  c r o s s i ng ,  t h e n  c a l l e d 
(Hardscrabble), the old hall at Mexico Cor-
ner where Wilder Chase’s orchestra, includ-
ing himself, Nelson Rose, Fred Chase, 
Herschel Holt, and George Brown furnished 
music.  Now let me be sure that you get me 
right as to the Mellie that I have mentioned 
above, for perhaps the Mellie that you may 
have in mind may be Mellie Dunham, who 
caused more popularity in recent years than 
any party that ever fiddled for fun or money.  
Now the Mellie that I am speaking of here is 
Mellie Frost that has worked in the Oxford 
Paper Mill for eighteen years, and some of 
the old dances we used to warm up on were 
Portland Fancy, Lady of the Lake, Devils 
Dream, Hulls Victory, Fishers Hornpipe and 
Money Musk. 
 Pardon me, please, for taking you 
back to the beginning of this story.  In 
speaking of the Harlow Block, I think it was 
built in the year of eighteen hundred and 
seventy-eight, and the brick that it was built 
from was made by Leonard and Willis 
Brackett, in  their  own  brick  kiln  on  the  
banks of Webb River, just above the Thad-
deus White bridge, said Brackett Bros., I 
think, did all of the brick work.  The old 
block is standing today as strong as a moun-
tain. 
 Many a day I hunted foxes with 
Newton Stowell, Joseph Edmonds, Almond 
Stockbridge and Henry O. Stanley.  I carried 
an old muzzle loading shot gun.  Yes, those 
antiques were killers all right, but did you 
ever try to see how quick you could load 
one of them upon the north side of a moun-
tain, when it was ten below zero upon the 
south side? 
 The corn shop was built in the year 
of 1886-7 by Burnham & Morrill, and the 
cans for the first season’s pack were made 
in the old fair building upon the plains the 
winter and a part of the summer previous.  
George Marsh was the superintendent, while 
the can makers were Walter Howard, Fred 
Glines, George and Wid Ricker, and your 
humble servant.  The first one or two sea-
sons’ packs were hauled to Canton by Mart 
Kilgore with four horse teams, then to mar-
ket by train. 
 No doubt there are some of the old 
shop crew who well remember as well as 
looked forward for John Burnham to appear 
on the scene after the season was over, with 
the payroll.  Mr. Burnham was accompanied 
by no one except the liveryman, who 
brought him from Canton after getting off 
the train.  Once in the shop he would dump 
the whole payroll out onto a table.  Bills of 
many denominations, silver, coppers, all 
together.  Don’t lose your breath when I tell 
you there would be more than a bushel bas-
ket full of it, and not a single check would 
there be.  The next move would be for the 
timekeeper to announce your name, and you 
were called up to the table, where Mr. Burn-
ham very quickly made you the proud pos-
sessor  of  a  good  sized  roll.   A  roll  that 
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 Soon as the brick foundation for the 
smokestack was finished, the management 
seemed to be at a standstill as to how they were 
going to erect the thirty-foot smokestack into its 
position upon its base, while some of them men-
tioned sending to Searsport for a ship builder to 
do the job.  Upon this motion Varney Smith 
stepped forward and volunteered to furnish the 
head work if they would furnish him with com-
petent assistants.  Varney’s liberal offer was 
very quickly accepted, and the large stack was 
hoisted to its upright position without a slip, and 
I think at that time Smith could have easily 
taken the position as president of the company, 
at least, for a couple of days. 
 Varney was a close friend of the writer, 
and a jolly good fellow he was.  When last 
knowing, he was employed as janitor at the 
Maine Central passenger station at Rumford, 
Maine 
 A machinist by the name of Tucker op-
erated a first class machine shop there in the 
mill, and Ed Babb worked for him and learned 
the trade.  Andrew Lang worked there for sev-
eral years, I think, as a fireman.  Andrew has 
owned for many years a nice piece of property 
in Ridlonville, Maine, and for a long time been 
employed in the Oxford mill at Rumford as en-
gineer on a pair of the large twin engines.  Of 
those old hands that came from Searsport before 
the corner stone was laid for the mill, there are 
only three of them anywhere in this section at 
this writing; those are Charles Ames and James 
Davis of Dixfield, and Varney Smith of Rum-
ford. 
 Kind readers, let them be old school-
mates, playmates or friends away back in our 
old home town, whoever comes in contact with 
this article, which I have tried hard to write a 
few little items of interest which took place in 
our younger days back in old Dixfield, the gar-
den spot of America, please speak up boys with 
at least a few lines through the Advertiser, or in 
the way of a person letter to the writer in mem-
ory of playing together when boys. 
 Now last, but by no means least, was 
the old church on the hill where I attended regu-
lar with my dear old mother, in those that were 
my happy days. 
would go about three times the distance as a 
roll of same size goes today. 
 The old brick schoolhouse at the foot 
of the hill on Weld Street, where the teach-
ers did all they could in trying to teach us 
boys something, and some of these same 
boys have made good, yet we of course, 
have not as yet seen a picture of one of the 
group upon a postage stamp.  
 A few of the teachers were Newton 
Stowell, Mr. & Mrs. Albert Park, Miss 
Edith Gates, Miss Addie Peck, Mr. Bryant 
and Mr. Dunham.  In those days the man-
agement gave the teachers power to keep 
order, if, we will say, they possessed the 
strength along with a little science needed in 
turning the trick for all the boys went to 
school winters until they could raise a good 
moustache.  We all wore heavy cowhide, 
copper toed, long legged boots.  The most of 
us used to chew tobacco, but did not smoke 
cigarettes, and we were possessed with 
strength enough so that a bunch of us could 
almost lift a small schoolhouse.  Neverthe-
less in most cases, our strength did not 
count.  And if the old brick schoolhouse 
were standing I dare say I could show you 
scratches on some of those old hard wood 
seats that were made by some of us boys’ 
heavy boots as Albert Park dragged us over 
the tops of them. 
 The spool mill was built in the sum-
mer of 1887, by George Merrill, Ephraim 
Reynolds, Frand and John Stanley.  The 
spool machinery came in October of the 
same year, from Searsport, Maine.  The help 
came at about the same time, and their 
names were as follows:  first, Clifton Web-
ber, engineer; Varney Smith came next, and 
set up the roughers; then came Henry Rich-
ards, he and Smith set up the finishers.  
Next were Frank Nichols, Prince Colcord, 
Seth Hammond, Amos Carr, Frank Park, 
Gus Prescott, Charles Ames and James B. 
Davis. 
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